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Abstract. The definition of “informal learning” is ambiguous and thus distinguished by the diverse interpretations. The article aims to reveal identical learning dimensions (process, activity, context, interactions and outcomes), which set up different concepts of “informal learning”. The research question refers to the content of dimensions for distinct concepts of “informal learning”. The analysis has disclosed the “informal learning” to be continuum between “self-directed learning”, “self-regulated learning”, “self-managed learning”, “experiential learning”, “incidental/accidental learning”, “situated learning”, “learning through socialization” or “tacit learning”. Those diverse types of “informal learning” supplement each other rather than compete against. Learning intention, process and context setting might be manifested in distinct degrees, however, “informal learning” may refer to the construct covering learning forms, activities and acquired learning outcomes supplementing each other.
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Introduction

Informal learning is perceived as conscious and/or unconscious, casual / random and not intentionally planned and more or less in advance organized action that refers to acquisition of learner’s competences (Schugurensky, 2000). This learning form might be applied both at individual and group level, thus referring to diverse social interactions. Yet there are still a lot of misapprehensions referred to identification and definition of informal learning conception. As informal learning owns many different definitions that overlap each other, the important discussion should cover diverse definitions and types of informal learning specifying identical learning dimensions (Carliner, 2013). It is important to research the limits distinguishing diverse conceptions of informal learning.

Some authors identify informal learning as self-directed learning (Livingstone, 2001; Tough, 2002) or experiential learning (Gola, 2009). Schugurensky (2000) provides typology of informal learning based on the two main categories: learning intentionality and conscience. This researcher suggests to distinguish the informal learning into three types: i) self-directed

The conception of informal learning lacks the systemic approach and validation answering the questions why, where, when, how and what is being learnt referring to informal learning (Straka, 2004). Thus, informal learning conceptions may be analysed revealing learning activities, processes, contexts, the places it occurs, interactions being active and outcomes (Marsick, 2009).

Different research outcomes are focused on the general features of informal learning process, whereas concepts in use are not explained precisely. Thus, it is difficult to perceive whether different informal learning concepts are diverse and where this diversity or overlaps occur? Consequently the research question is raised: What is the content of dimensions referring to diverse informal learning concepts?

The aim of the study was to disclosure of identical dimensions that compile diverse informal learning concepts.

The different types of ‘informal learning’ and their dimensions

Different authors (Straka, 2004; Marsick, 2009) highlight the lack of distinction of informal learning concepts in regard to the main learning dimensions: how, where, with whom / what and which are being learnt. Thus, the main informal learning types – self-directed learning, self-regulated learning, self-managed learning, experiential learning, incidental / accidental learning, situated learning, learning through socialization – are analysed referring to the main five learning dimensions: process, activity, context, interactions and outcomes (see Table 1).
Table 1: Informal learning types and their dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informal Learning Type</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-directed learning</td>
<td>Conscious; Intentional; Structured</td>
<td>Action activities: learning by doing; Cognitive activities; self-control, reflection; Interaction activities: conversations</td>
<td>Diverse, anticipated by learner environment: daily environment, work environment</td>
<td>Individual learning (without educator, tutor); Interpersonal interactions: with associates, resource person</td>
<td>Acquired specific, the most requested/ lacking knowledge and skills necessary for solving real world issues; Personal development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulated learning</td>
<td>Conscious; Intentional; Structured</td>
<td>Action activities: Cognitive activities; intentional tasks, strategies' repertoires, goal setting, self-control, motivation</td>
<td>Diverse, anticipated by learner environment</td>
<td>Individual learning</td>
<td>Obtained information; Competence development; Learning; Personal development: self-improvement, strengthening own strong sides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-managed learning</td>
<td>Conscious; Intentional; Structured</td>
<td>Action activities: Cognitive activities; learning activities' construction, self-control, motivation, reflection</td>
<td>Diverse, anticipated by learner environment</td>
<td>Individual learning</td>
<td>Acquired new knowledge Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated learning</td>
<td>Conscious; Intentional; Social practice</td>
<td>Action activities: professional and social practice; Cognitive activities: monitoring of higher competence individuals/ groups; Interaction activities: cooperation</td>
<td>Diverse communal (institutional) environment</td>
<td>Interpersonal interactions with higher competence individuals</td>
<td>Acquired competences; New knowledge creation/generatio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidental/accidental learning</td>
<td>Conscious – through other activities; Unintentional; Unstructured</td>
<td>Diverse unplanned activities; Action activities: task implementation, experimentation; Cognitive activities: sense of organisational culture, mistake awareness, reflection; Interaction activities: conversations, cooperation</td>
<td>Diverse, unanticipated by learner environment: daily environment, work environment, in and outside various institutions</td>
<td>Individual learning; Interpersonal interactions</td>
<td>Acquired new knowledge, skills; Competence development; Self-awareness of learning something unintentionally; Personal development: self-knowledge, appearance of consciousness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Process**

Learning process covers the particular characteristics that are specific for each informal learning type, namely consciousness, intentionality and the structure. Characteristic of consciousness is significant for informal learning as individual should consider, anticipate, plan and reflect on the own learning process. The consciousness is expressed in self-directed learning (Livingstone, 2001; Lin & Lee, 2014), self-regulated learning (Jossberger, 2010; Morgan, 2013), self-managed learning (Cunningham, 2010; McConnell, 2013), as well as in situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Chaiklin & Lave, 1993) types. However, other authors refer to opposing concept of unconsciousness linking it to socialization. Schugurensky (2000) views learning through socialization in the context of daily life, thus not knowing that they learn something while everything flows unconsciously. Consciousness appears when learner views own experience in retrospect and perceives that s/he acquired something through accomplished activities. However, learner should reflect the acquired learning experience consciously and create new experience concepts in order to test them in new situations, as characterized by experiential learning (Kolb & Kolb, 2008).

Intentionality is another characteristic of informal learning being related to predefined intention of learning (Schugurensky, 2000). Though some authors (Marsick & Watkins, 2001; Marsick et al., 2006) emphasize that informal learning may be distinguished by reverse characteristic, namely unintentionality.
Individual does not set the goal in advance with the aim to acquire knowledge and skills. The developed competences as the result of participation in both unforeseen and indirect activities are observed after particular experiential process is over. This is characteristic for both incidental / accidental learning and learning through socialization when individual does not foresee intentional learning and may not even know that s/he learnt something. Therefore, the latter learning type is also called tacit knowledge (Schugurensky, 2000). Kolb & Kolb (2008) referring to experiential learning indicate similarly that individual may not anticipate own learning goals. However, it is supposed that this informal learning type may cover the aspect of intentionality when the individual intentionally tests and applies new constructed concepts of experience in the new situations.

The structure belongs to another characteristic of informal learning. It is related to conscious and intentional anticipatory planning of future learning activities, namely how and what will be learnt. This characteristic is proper to self-directed learning, self-managed learning, self-regulated learning, and situated learning. Learner oneself considers to be the manager of learning process (Schugurensky, 2000). Here learner’s autonomy is disclosed (McConnell, 2013). Following this incidental / accidental learning (Schugurensky, 2000) is distinguished as learner does not anticipate learning process in advance or tacit learning / socialization (Schugurensky, 2000), experiential learning (Kolb & Kolb, 2008) that may occur on a daily basis.

**Activity**

The informal learning is characterized by the following activities: action activities, cognitive activities and interaction activities. All of them overlap each other. Despite the fact that all the types of informal learning possess those activity groups, the content provided is different.

Action activities may refer to learning by doing, diverse professional and social practices, implementation of various tasks, experimentations, and daily actions. Daily actions are common to every informal learning type. Though Schugurensky (2000) mention both experiential learning and tacit learning / socialization being implemented through various casual activities that are not anticipated and planned in advance. Meanwhile, the authors describing self-directed learning (Livingstone, 2001; Lin & Lee, 2014), self-regulated learning (Zimmerman, 1990; Jossberger, 2010; Morgan, 2013) and self-managed learning (Cunningham, 2010; McConnell, 2013) emphasize conscious anticipation of individual to set learning activities. Lave & Wenger (1991), Chaiklin & Lave (1993) describe situated learning and highlight social practice as one more activity of informal learning. The aspect of social practice is
characteristic for this type, namely all the activities – action activities, cognitive activities and interaction activities – occur in particular social practices.

The cognitive activities of informal learning cover the learner’s reflection, self-control, motivation, monitoring, researching, learning from mistakes and construction of new experience conceptions. The reflection and introspection are highlighted in definitions of self-directed learning, self-regulated learning and self-managed learning (Garrison, 1997; Livingstone, 2001). Those definitions are united by the common characteristic – learner’s self-management and self-control mechanism. Thus, referring to self-directed learning, self-regulated learning and self-managed learning the autonomy and initiative of a learner is emphasized, as well as his / her ability to choose learning activities consciously (Pintrich & Zusho, 2002; Loyens et al., 2008). Learner plans and pilots the learning on his / her own, treating it as condition for lifelong self-development. The motivation of learner is also important as a basis of what, how, and which activities are needed to learn (Garrison, 1997). Learning activities might not be planned in advance. Then the individual lacks self-management and control mechanism. This is common for incidental / accidental learning (Schugurensky, 2000). However, the reflection of accomplished activities and diverse situation is also very important in order to perceive the acquired value.

The individual learns through diverse social interactions. Still, the accomplishment of activities might be anticipated by learner in advance (characteristic for self-directed learning, self-regulated learning, self-managed learning and situated learning) or unanticipated, namely individual has learnt something unintentionally and unplanned during diverse social interactions. This is characteristic for incidental learning (Marsick & Watkins, 2001; Marsick et al., 2006) when individual learns something accidentally by communicating with other people; and experiential learning or learning through socialization (Schugurensky, 2000) when individual learns something through diverse interpersonal experience.

**Context**

Informal learning might occur in any context. Learning contexts might be anticipated and planned or, on the contrary, unanticipated and unplanned by learner (Pintrich & Zusho, 2002; Cunningham, 2010). Learner might anticipate learning context on his / her own, and such conscious aspect of planning the place might be contributed to self-directed learning, self-regulated learning, self-managed learning, and situated learning (Livingstone, 2001). Those contexts might be very diverse and sometimes it is difficult to name them as they are shifted from each other. However, analysing situated learning Lave & Wenger (1991), Chaiklin & Lave (1993) define the learning context by focusing on the community or institutional environment. However, it might be discussed
regarding the type of informal learning occurrence on a daily basis. Referring to this approach, situated learning overlaps with the learning through socialization, when learning may occur in both conscious and planned, and unconscious and unplanned contexts.

Learning context might be unanticipated by the individual and this is characteristic for incidental / accidental learning or learning through socialization (Marsick & Watkins, 2001; Marsick et al., 2006). Kolb & Kolb (2008) discuss about experiential learning stating that such learning usually occurs in unanticipated environment. Anyway, when the learner experiences something and due to the reflection creates new concepts of experience, the application of experience causes the anticipated learning context.

**Interactions**

Informal learning might occur both individually and through interpersonal interactions. Individual informal learning indicates that learner plans and anticipates learning goals on his / her own, then self-regulation and self-control appears while learner evaluates him/herself referring to the different aspects of learning (Zimmerman, 1990). Such characteristics of individual learning are common for self-regulated learning (Loyens et al., 2008; Jossberger, 2010) or self-managed learning (Cunningham, 2010; McConnell, 2013).

Interpersonal interactions are important in informal learning. Those interactions might appear in daily environment, namely family, working place, community, society. Lave & Wenger (1991), Chaiklin & Lave (1993), Marsick (2009) indicate that the situated learning is experienced through interpersonal interactions, because knowledge is created when individual participates in a group, community or working environment of higher competence. Significance of interpersonal interaction is perceived in learning through socialization, as internationalization and change of values, attitudes, behaviour, and skills occur in daily interpersonal interactions (Schugurensky, 2000).

Both the individual learning and learning through interpersonal interactions might be chosen consciously. A learner may study individually, then learning may be organized on the basis of personal reflection or communicating with other persons – these are characteristics of self-directed learning (Duguit & Schugurensky, 2013). Incidental / accidental or experiential learning occurs both individually or through interpersonal interactions, though these interactions are not anticipated consciously or planned by a learner him/herself (Callaghan, 1999; Kolb & Kolb, 2008). Thus, different concepts of informal learning may reveal the aspects of both individual and interpersonal interactions, which overlap and therefore are complicated to distinguish.
Outcomes

Learning outcomes might be anticipated and planned in advance (characteristics of self-directed, self-regulated, and self-managed learning). Learner knows exactly the lacking aspects or things important to learn and discover once again (Gibbons, 2002; Lin & Lee, 2004; Cunningham, 2010). Anticipated specific knowledge and skills are requested for solving the problems of real world. Lave & Wenger (1991), Chaiklin & Lave (1993) indicate creation and generation of knowledge rather than obtaining of new knowledge and this is specific for situated learning type.

Learning outcomes might be even not planned or anticipated, namely a learner only later realizes that something is learned, acquired some skills and competencies. Due to reflection and communication the individual perceives what was learnt and which learning outcome has been achieved. This is specific characteristic of incidental / accidental learning (Schugurensky, 2000). Learning through socialization highlights the change and internationalization of values, attitudes, behaviour, skills referring to unconscious learning. Learner cannot describe when, where, how and with whom s/he acquired the knowledge, skills, personal development, embedded values and attitudes. All types of informal learning are characterized by the common outcome – personal development of a learner. Informal learning outcomes might be distinguished to supplemented and transformative. Supplemented outcomes complement learner’s store of knowledge improving certain skills, developing particular values and enhancing or strengthening existing knowledge, values and attitudes. This means the continuous learning. Transformative outcomes acquired during informal learning challenge a learner to change radically the existing initial knowledge, values and attitudes. Both supplemented and transformative learning outcomes are characteristics for all types of informal learning.

Discussion

Characteristics of informal learning process – consciousness, intentionality and structure setting – are specific for all informal learning types, therefore various overlaps are observed while applying them. The consciousness covers not only anticipated, measured, planned learning, but the personal reflection on acquired learning experience as well. In this case of learning through socialization cannot be assumed as entirely unconscious learning, which is prescribed for informal learning type. Referring to the intentionality this learning type represents unanticipated, unplanned and therefore unstructured learning (Schugurensky, 2000). Distinction of intentionality and structure allows to recognise diverse informal learning types (Marsick & Watkins, 2001; Marsick et al., 2006). Yet, strict distinction of experiential learning and
incidental / accidental learning has no reason as both informal learning types allow the individual to perceive that s/he has learnt something referring to the particular indirect or accidental experiences, activities or situations.

Activities overlap in all the informal learning types therefore it is difficult to determine in which type of informal learning it is dominating. The same activities may serve as a basis for incidental / accidental learning, experiential learning or learning through socialization (Jossberger, 2010; McConnell, 2013; Morgan, 2013; Lin & Lee, 2014). The informal learning lacks the personal self-management and control, and learner does not accept the occurring activities as learning (Schugurensky, 2000). The scientists provide different views arguing if informal learning covers implicit (implied, latent) or incidental (accidental, indirect) activities. The authors of this article presume that if a learner reflects on learning experience acquired through other indirect and not anticipated activities, this refers to informal learning. Here the outcome – consciously realized new experience, acquired knowledge and skills. Though individual is not able to tell how and when s/he has learnt particular things, and the learning outcomes and personal development are always noticed and considered.

Context of informal learning is described with differently, as it may appear at working place, family, while browsing internet, reading books or reflecting on acquired experience. Even if individual anticipates and plans learning context for self-directed learning, self-regulated learning, self-managed learning, situated learning (Livingstone, 2001), the same context may serve as a platform for other types’ informal learning. It is difficult to identify the content of context as informal learning dimension in each informal learning type, because the different learning contexts overlap and extend each other.

Identifying interactions it is recognized that informal learning might occur individually or by interacting. Though Pintrich & Zusho (2002), Loyens et al., (2008) McConnell (2013) emphasize the individual learning while discussing about self-regulated learning and self-managed learning. However the authors of present article presume that learning types being mentioned might occur by experiencing various social interactions. Though importance of interactions is emphasized in learning through socialization (Schugurensky, 2000) or situated learning (Marsick, 2009), yet individual has to reflect diverse social experience personally in order to perceive the own learning outcomes.

During informal learning it is difficult or almost impossible to set learning outcomes precisely as informal learning is affected by many factors. Gibbons (2002), Lin & Lee (2004), Cunningham (2010) talking about self-directed, self-regulated, and self-managed learning emphasize the learner’s intentions to anticipate learning outcomes in advance. However after some time it might be observed that even unplanned or unanticipated knowledge was obtained.
Conclusions

Informal learning concept is ambiguous and thus distinguished by the diverse interpretations. This is a broad concept incorporating diverse learning processes, activities, contexts, interactions and outcomes. It is difficult to present definitions of homogeneous informal learning being influenced by the diverse attitudes and historical contexts as this concept, as well as overlaps and detachments of definitions of diverse informal learning types are changing.

Informal learning occurs in every life and learning situation referring to educational institutions, working environment, family, leisure time. It has been influenced as well by the fact that the particular learning part occurs unconsciously when the learner does not recognize particular competences to be achieved. Informal learning might be unanticipated, self-managed, intentional and planned. It covers both individual processes (informal learning at home, working environment) and social processes (informal learning in communities or contexts of social activities).

However, informal learning might be considered as continuum between self-directed learning, self-regulated learning, self-managed learning, experiential learning, incidental/accidental learning, situated learning, learning through socialization / tacit learning. The diverse types of informal learning supplement each other rather than compete against. Learning intentionality and process or context setting might reveal at distinct degrees, yet informal learning is considered to be the construct that covers supplementary learning forms, activities and outcomes.
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